In a Nutshell...
Project 2061’s evaluations of science textbooks1 highlight the need for better phenomena and representations in middle grades materials. NSDL collections are a potential source; however, they are mainly geared towards high school and undergraduate education. MMSA staff, trained by AAAS Project 2061, are working with teams of middle school teachers to analyze approximately 1,000 digital phenomena and representations for their alignment to middle grades content standards and for the quality of their instructional support for teachers. Reviews of these resources are being assembled into a collection called PRISMS (Phenomena and Representations for the Instruction of Science in Middle Schools), designed to increase the number of quality K-12 science educational resources accessible through digital libraries.

Objectives

The PRISMS project will:

A. Review 1,000 phenomena and representations found in digital libraries and identify those that are aligned to national science content standards and are consistent with the research on effective teaching and student learning.
B. Describe and annotate these resources to encourage their effective use by teachers.
C. Build capacity among middle school teachers, curriculum developers, and other NSDL users to select, analyze, try out, and contribute resources to digital libraries.

Analyses and Testing by Teachers

Analyses of Phenomena and Representations. Based on the prioritization of benchmarks for resource selection, teacher analysts are assigned science benchmarks and suggested web sites to review. Figure 1 shows the custom utility that we are using to capture the analysts’ judgments using a subset of Project 2061’s curriculum analysis criteria that is specific to phenomena and representations.

Table 1. Phenomena examined for the idea, “Plants use the energy in light to make sugars out of carbon dioxide and water.”

Table 2. Representations examined for the idea, “Plants use the energy in light to make sugars out of carbon dioxide and water.”

What are phenomena and representations?

Phenomena and representations are specific types of educational resources.

“Phenomena” are real-world objects, systems, and events that provide evidence of, or are consistent with key ideas.

“Representations” are pictures, video clips, graphs, simulations, and analogies that can help clarify key ideas.

Figure 1.

A custom online resource review utility with phenomenon selected as the resource type (#2). Resources are initially examined for alignment to a specific learning goal (content analysis) and then evaluated for the quality of their instructional support. Suggestions for modifications to make the resource more effective are also noted.

Examples, Tables 1 and 2 show examples of phenomena and representations that were judged to be either useful or not useful according to the curriculum analysis criteria.

Teacher Testing and Feedback. As the PRISMS site is built, the resources in the collection will be available to the middle school teacher analysts and other teachers working on projects with the MMSA, who will try them out with students and provide feedback in the form of annotations about their use in the classroom.

Findings

To date, 569 phenomena and representations that appeared to be relevant to a learning goal have been analyzed for their content alignment and quality of instructional support. Of these, only 25% have been found by reviewers to be useful as is.
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1 This work is funded by NSF Grant DUE 0435217.
3 Examples can be seen at: http://test.p2061.org/curriculum/test0310/phenom.htm.
4 Examples can be seen at: http://test.p2061.org/curriculum/test0310/represent.htm.
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